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Appeal
2

The respected appellantjudge:
4

5 I am the father of respondent for the case çç1 1-CY-00288-JST''
and also the petitioner for the case Eû15-CV-02435-KAW''. After l was
informed about the court hearing for tt-fri-valley University' case on
Oct. 21, 2015, because the respondent has mental illness, and the
present attorney for this case is very stubborn and cannot understand

10 the nattlre of the case, only count on the small issues, which is not
beneficial to the correction of this case. Now l hereby appeal as follow :

13 1. This case is obviously a case with serious political factor in the
US justice history. Like what the public defender made the final

15 conclusion report at court: ûçThis is the federal government only
16 targeting the respondent. She is running the school with her own

conscience.'' (refer to çWorld Joumal' on Mar. 25, 2014).
18 Somebody created a political rumor, saying that the US has dthree
19 more' --- çnumerous, like iceberg, and gradually increasing' visa

factories. Then, she was sentenced to a prison term for G'Fri-valley
21 University' case that is 9 times more than any punislzment in the
22 histoly, for the purpose of punishing one to warn hundreds. ls it a

political victory for a US Berkeley doctor to suffer such a
miserable punishment? Can this really solve the problem of

25 i'Three More' visa factories?
26

2. The appeal by the prosecutor of this case is rather silly. First, how
can lndian diplomats issue visas at tens of times more than the
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l quotas? The prosecutor didn't conduct any investigation to this
2 issue before the appeal, but only complained swindled by others.
3 Whether is there a bribery issue inside? Whether is there any
4 Vietnamese diplomats selling visas? Whether is there any political
5 factors to favor lndia? Second, the accusations listed on the appeal
6 statement have their major source of swindling tuition and the
7 tainted witnesses' revenge.
8

9 3. The judgment by this case's jury is obviously guided by senior
10 officers. They have two guidance from senior officer Diane
11 Feinstein: decided by interference Of ;To attack similar schools'
12 and ûorder to terminate them'. NOw it is investigated.
13

14 4. This case considers a1l tuition illegal. ln fact, till now, we didn't
15 find any improper payment for selling visas similar to Vietnamese
16 diplomat's ç 15000 - 70000USD per visa'.
17

18 5. This is a typical case of éschool discrimination' and çvisa flood'.
19

20 The above appeal is for the judge's reference, so as to avoid re-appeal
21 with refusal of the second trial.

4 .g g jy22
2a Appellant: Chang Gui Su
24 10/29/2015
25
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